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f ou Gkttnnt 
I 
F GOD has called you to be really like Jesus, 
He will draw you into a life of crucifixion 
and humility, and put upon you such de-
G, mands of obedience that you will not be able 
to follow other people, or measure yourself by 
other Christians, and in many ways He will 
seem to let other good people do things that 
=^) He will not let you do. 
Other Christians who seem very religious 
and useful, may push themselves, pull wires, and work schemes to carry out their 
plans, but you cannot do it; and if you attempt it, you will meet with such failure and 
rebuke from the Lord as to make you sorely penitent. 
Others may boast of themselves, of their work, of their success, of their writings, 
but the Holy Spirit will not allow you to do any such thing, and if you begin it, He 
will lead you into such deep mortification that you will despise yourself and all your 
good works. 
Others may be allowed to succeed in making money, or may have a legacy left to 
them, but it is likely God will keep you poor, because He wants you to have something 
far better than gold, namely, a helpless dependance upon Him, that He may have the 
privilege of supplying your needs day by day out of an unseen treasury. 
The Lord may let others be honored and put forward, and keep you hidden in ob­
scurity, because He wants to produce some choice fruit, fragrant for His coming 
glory, which can only be produced in the shade. He may let others be great but keep 
you small. He may let others do a work for Him and get the credit for it; but He 
may make you work and toil on without knowing how much you are doing; and then, 
to make your work still more precious, He may let others get the credit for the work 
which you have done, and thus make your reward ten times greater when Jesus comes. 
The Holy Spirit will put a strict watch over you, with a jealous love, and will re­
buke you for little words and feelings, or for wasting your time, which other Chris­
tians never seem distressed over. 
So make up your mind that God is an infinite Sovereign, and has a right to do as 
He pleases with His own. He may not explain to you a thousand things which puzzle 
your reason in His dealings with you, but if you absolutely sell yourself to be His, He 
will wrap you up in a jealous love, and bestow upon you many blessings which come 
only to those who are in the inner circle. Settle it forever, then, that you are to deal 
directly with the Holy Spirit, and that He is to have the privilege of tying your 
tongue, or chaining your hand, or closing your eyes, in ways that He does not seem 
to use others. Now, when you are so possessed with the living God that you are, in 
your secret heart, pleased and delighted over this particular, personal, private, jealous 
guardianship and management of the Holy Spirit over your life, you will have found 
the vestibule of heaven.—Selected. 
® — 
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Fulfilling Prophecy in Loma Linda 
and Redlands 
J. G. WHITE 
ALL our readers will be glad to know that the Southeastern California Confer­ence and the College of Medical Evan­
gelists have joined hands in carrying 
through a medical evangelistic campaign in 
the city of Redlands. Evangelist J. H. N. 
Tindall, who has successfully conducted many 
campaigns of this kind, has been called to take 
charge of the work. The testimonies of rhe 
Spirit of God to the college about doing this 
kind of work, and about working in the city 
of Redlands, have been carefully studied, and 
it has been resolved to do just what God has 
said to do and in the manner He has specified. 
The city council has given the use of the city 
hall for the medical lectures on Tuesday and 
Thursday nights, and the Wyatt Theatre has 
been engaged for the Sunday night evangelistic 
lectures. Two medical lectures by Dr. P. T. 
Magan and Dr. Mary McReynolds and one 
evangelical by Evangelist Tindall have already 
been g iven to a full house. The doors of the 
city seem to be wide open. The local paper is 
very generous in the space given to reports of 
the lectures. 
On the opening night, Oct. 25, Hon. A. E. 
Brock, mayor, gave words of welcome; and 
Dr. M. J. Sweeney, president of the First Na­
tional Bank of Redlands, made the following 
very remarkable statement concerning the 
work in Loma Linda: 
When I was asked some several days ago to be 
present and take part in this meeting, I gladly con­
sented to do so, because I felt that the intimate 
acquaintance I had formed (through the nature of the 
business I am engaged in) with the people of Loma 
Linda, and the institution known as Loma Linda 
during the past six or seven years, peculiarly 
fitted me to present a message to a meeting such as 
this. And the only regret I have, as I look around 
this audience, is that the message I have to present 
Is going to a body of people already acquainted with 
what I have to say. This message was intended for 
the people of Redlands, whom I fear do not know the 
institution known as Loma Linda, or appraise its 
influence upon this community as broadly as they 
should. But I see we have the Editor of the "Facts" 
here, and it is possible that through his good offices 
what I have to say may reach at least the eyes and 
the intelligences of the people of Redlands in tomor­
row's paper. 
I have a few facts to present in regard to Loma 
Linda. One of the elements of good citizenship is to 
have a friendly spirit, to become acquainted with 
your neighbor, with his purposes, plans and ambitions, 
to pat him on the back when he does well, sympathize 
with him when he makes a failure, and encourage 
him in the completion of those plans, purposes and 
ambitions. And I am just a little bit afraid that 
through lack of knowledge the people of Redlands 
have not done their duty to the institution known as 
Loma Linda. This is due not only to lack of knowl­
edge on the part of the people of Redlands, but 
largely, I am afraid, to the native modesty of the 
people of Loma Linda, who are not publishing their 
plans from the housetop, who, when they do a good 
act or set out on some noble ambition and accomplish 
it, do not tell it to the public in the language of today 
but go along in a quiet way accomplishing these 
purposes, which some of us learn of only by indica­
tion. 
It has been my privilege to learn of the plans and 
purposes of Loma Linda. Established, as Doctor 
Evans said, in 1905, buying something like seventy-six 
acres on the outskirts of Redlands, and paying for it. 
a sum of $40,000; yet today, after a period of less 
than sixteen years, it owns 250 acres, leases fifty 
more, has an investment in its plants and buildings 
of something like $415,500; it has some seventeen 
principle buildings and some thirty-seven cottages; it 
has an additional plant located in Los Angeles, of 
something less than two and a quarter million; it 
has a school where it educates its young, known as 
an Academy, at a cost of $15,000; it has some 181 
pupils in that school, employs six teachers, and all 
of this money has been supplied quietly by the people 
of Loma Linda, paying for the education of their own 
children and qualifying through their high school for 
collegiate work. Through the people who have come 
to Loma Linda to educate their children, there have 
been some ninety-eight dwelling houses built over 
there, and I would estimate that these houses would 
probably average, at least according to present day 
prices, $2,000 apiece, in the neighborhood of $200,000 
investment in these ninety-eight buildings, from pri­
vate capital, giving an aggregate investment of well 
over $600,000. 
Now if somebody had come to Redlands, or were 
to come to Redlands today, and would say: We want 
to purchase seventy-six acres of land, we want to 
invest $40,000 and promise you we will increase our 
capital and investment approximately 100 percent a 
year for a period of fifteen years, why it would set 
the town on fire! But this work has gone on so 
quietly and so covertly that the majority of the people 
in Redlands are not acquainted with it. And it is a 
splendid thing that meetings of this character are 
called into evidence to disclose to our public as the 
time goes on just what you have done over there, 
what your purposes and plans are, and what the radius 
of your influence is. 
Now where did the money to build this plant come 
from? I am ashamed to say that verv little of it came 
out of Redlands. except, perhaps, through contribu­
tions from members of your sect. 
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In getting some statistics on the institution, I find 
that thirty-eight states are represented in your institu­
tions of learning over there, that the Philippine 
Islands are represented, that ten foreign countries 
are represented,—Russia, Syria, Turkey, Australia, 
New Zealand, and other foreign countries, and the 
money that comes to be invested in these institutions 
of learning in this plant over there comes from a 
wide radius, else the plant could never have been 
built to its present proportions. And just what the 
future of that plant will be remains to be seen. But 
if what you have accomplished in the past is any 
evidence or forecast for the future, then that plant 
is sure to become an extremely important influence 
commercially, religiously, intellectually and culturely 
in Redlands and its vicinity. 
Now if a moving picture outfit had come within 
three miles of Redlands and invested a similar sum 
of money, from a financial standpoint it might be our 
merchants might have gotten more out of it, but what 
would it have done to the moral atmosphere of this 
fine town? Suppose a brewery or distillery had been 
located out there (for that was in the days before 
prohibition had sway), there might have been more 
money poured into the city of Redlands, but what 
would that have done for the moral atmosphere of 
our community? But you have established a plant 
out there with a group of people, whom, if they are to 
be judged by what I know of them, are a kindly, 
decent, law-abiding, self respecting group of citizens, 
loyal to their county, loyal to their state, and loyal to 
the country in which they live, exercising a splendid 
influence, both from the standpoint of the body, spirit 
and mind, upon this community. And if the things 
that you teach and believe as religion, and that are a 
part of your intelligences and your spirit, if those 
things would act through me and others that I know 
of in a practical way, expressing themselves in the 
practical duties of life in the same way in which I 
have come to know your people through my business 
relations, then it would be a splendid thing if a lot 
more of us would get that kind of religion! 
And so I am here tonight to pay my tribute of 
respect to the people of Loma Linda and the institu­
tion known as Loma Linda, with the hope that Red-
lands may become better acquainted with you, and 
extend a helping hand and a more friendly spirit. 
The following day, Oct. 26, "The Redlands 
Daily Facts" printed the following report of 
the address of the evening given by Dr. P. T. 
Magan: 
The address of the evening was by Dr. Percy T. 
Magan, dean of the Loma Linda Medical College, 
superintendent of the White Memorial Hospital, 
member of the medical board of the Los Angeles 
County Hospital, and member of the League for the 
Conservation of Public Health. His subject was: 
"Postponing Our Funerals." 
Doctor Magan said that the state of California is 
blazing a new trail in an endeavor to conserve the 
public health. He also stated that the United States 
Government Public Health Service has recently an­
nounced a plan to conduct Health Institutes in various 
cities. Strange as it may seem, for many years in­
stitutes have been conducted to teach farmers how 
to raise corn, but until recently none to teach moth­
ers how to rear their children. 
In 1906-7 the medical fraternity awoke to the neces­
sity of improving its work. At that time there were 
106 medical colleges in this country. Then the 
American Medical Association began to agitate the 
question of raising the quality and standard of work 
done, and to make a thorough investigation in every 
school to discover any poor work being done, and to 
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eliminate such schools as did not come up to the 
required standards. The result is that there are only 
eignty-xour of the 196 colleges doing business, the 
remaining 112 having discontinued operations because 
unable to meet the new standards agreed upon. 
Doctor Magan spoke to some length upon the wis­
dom and necessity of those who take the responsi­
bility of human lives into their keeping being very 
carefully and thoroughly trained, and stated that it 
is little short of a crime for individuals to undertake 
such work without a proper preparation. To properly 
qualify men to carry such responsibilities is the pur­
pose of this movement for the betterment of our 
medical colleges. 
The doctor spoke very touchingly of the necessity 
for medical workers being trained, not only to be 
skillful scientifically, but also to be kind, tender, 
loving, and sympathetic in dealing with the woes 
and afflictions of mankind; and that the aim and 
purpose should be to put behind the back all thought 
of gaining wealth or fame, but to give ourselves to 
a loving, self-sacrificing ministry to meet the needs 
of the people. 
The doctor then proceeded to discuss the oft-
repeated assertion that the average of human life is 
being lengthened. He said that while it is true in 
a sense, yet the statement is misleading. Statistics 
do show that the average is being lengthened, and 
among the causes are the following: Much is being 
done, especially in the cities, to save the lives of 
the babies and small children. This has helped to 
increase the average length of life. Then again, 
great progress has been made in preventing and over­
coming tuberculosis. Many of the germ diseases like 
yellow fever, typhoid fever, smallpox, and diptheria, 
have been practically conquered. But, notwithstand­
ing all this, and the great advance in all lines of 
medical knowledge, more people are dying in the 
prime of life than ever before. During the late great 
war more young men were thrown out of the draft 
in America because of diseases of the heart and 
kindred diseases than for all others combined, 
and these diseases are most common among the most 
intelligent classes of people. This is largely because 
of our present modes of living, and the pace at which 
we go through life. Few people now die,—the most 
of us have some pet way of committing suicide by 
wrong eating, sleeping, or working, by smoking or 
drinking. If we all did as well as we know how to 
do, millions of lives would be saved every year. We 
each have a lot to do for ourselves to postpone our 
own funerals. He said that the lectures which are 
to be given in this series, of which this is the first, 
will help us all to know how to maintain our health 
and vitality above par so that we may enjoy life 
better and longer, and that our families, relatives, 
neighbors, and friends may enjoy us better. 
We invite all our readers to pray that these 
labors may be crowned with success in saving 
many souls, and in a fuller baptism of all our 
workers and students with the spirit of soul-
winning evangelism. 
If a person be in perfect health, the very 
act of living is itself true happiness and thor­
ough enjoyment, the greatest the world can 
bestow. 
Do not expect to have health for nothing. 
Nothing worth anything can be obtained with­
out effort.—Henry Varnum. 
HEALTH REFORM IN THE CLOSING WORK 
H. S. Anderson 
THE message committed to this people for bathing, and sleeping, will make and keep them the closing period of the world's history well without the use of poisonous drugs or the is distinctively educational in character, surgeon's knife. 
From the very beginning of this great That a large proportion of the community 
movement, the influence of healthful living as realize that its health is far from being what 
taught by this people has been a strong factor it ought to be, is clearly proved by the multi-
in preparing the heart and mind of the believer tude of nostrums that are offered to the public; 
for the reception of those mighty truths that innumerable patent medicines, pills, cures, etc., 
are designed to prepare a people to meet their which are widely advertised on almost every 
God, face to face, without seeing death, both hand, and the large fortunes that are made by 
physically and spiritually. the sale of these innumerable remedies afford 
And this is not all, for behold, the great scien- ample evidence of the large number of people 
tific world of our day speaking in thunder tones who are seeking a way to health, 
in vindication of the simple truths promulgated In the matter of feeding animals, man has 
by those early pioneers of this message with learned from experience how intimately their 
reference to the value of simple and natural health and strength are dependent upon their 
foods, and of the harmfulness of the use of food, and thus they consider with great care 
highly st imulating foods, tea, coffee, etc. The all matters pertaining to the diet of the dumb 
health reform movement is a part of the mes- creatures; the kind of food best for them, the 
sage we are carrying to a lost world, and proper amount that is best for them, and the best 
diet is a most important part of that great sys- times for them to have it. In feeding them-
tem of truth. selves, however, men seem not to consider 
Right living is a divinely appointed protect- whether the food they eat is really suited in 
ive against the ravages of disease, while the quantity or in quality to fulfill the functions 
use of improper foods, and the wrong way of that it has to perform in the human organism, 
utilizing those that would be otherwise bene- or to make any scientific study of the chemical 
ficial are some of the principal causes of dis- constitutents of food substances and their food 
ease. The sins of ignorance are everywhere value, as is done in the case of animals, 
abundant. There is much that is purely arti- The science of eating, in these days of mod-
ficial in the present style of living, and as a ern enlightment, when stripped of its terrors 
result, many are squandering what in later of Latin names and formuse, prove to be easily 
years m oney cannot buy. • within the comprehension of any ordinary, in-
In this closing message, emphasis has always telligent person. Not many years ago it was 
• been placed upon the fact that the laws of the common to hear people say that the motor car 
body, like the law given on Mount Sinai, are would never be for them, because of the 
divine; that there is nothing that can be sub- complicated mechanism of its makeup, which 
stituted in the place of obedience to these laws, seemed quite beyond their power of compre-
and that in order to have the divine blessing hension. However, with the passing of a little 
upon our work of physical healing, we must time, many of these good people are now own-
work w ith these principles as a basis. One of ing and managing their own cars, and talk 
the g reat truths now long due to a suffering with familiaritv about all the mechanical details 
and dying world is that compliance with the and paraphernalia of this wonderful machine, 
laws of nature in breathing, eating, thinking, The mechanism of the human engine is most 
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surely worth mastering, and more so, because 
in its proper care is bound up that which makes 
for success in this life, and in a large measure 
it has to do with out preparation of that life 
which is to come. 
First of all the needs of the human organism 
for food comes water, which is indispensable 
in order to make good what is lost from the 
system in various ways. To replace the wear 
and tear of tissue and for the building of new 
muscle fibres, a substance called protein is nec­
essary. It is found in liberal quantities in milk, 
and in some of the dried seeds, as beans, 
peas and lentils; and in moderate proportions 
in all our common foods except sugar and pure 
fat. In addition to protein, for repairing pur­
poses, various mineral salts, such as iron, cal­
cium, phosphorus, potassium, etc., are also re­
quired. They are supplied in all the natural 
unrefined foods, such as whole meal cereals, 
vegetables and fruits. 
Our heat and energy are derived from two 
main groups of substances, the carbohydrates 
(starches and sugars) and fats. The sugars 
are best taken in the form of fruits, both fresh 
and dried, and in honey. Fat, when taken in 
the emulsified form, such as in olives and nuts 
and in milk and cream is better than free fat. 
Whole cereals and breads supply starch and 
some protein. 
Lastly, there are the newly discovered ac­
cessory food factors called "vitamins," and 
which are necessary in order to make the pro­
teins, starches and fats adaptable to the needs 
of the bodv. These unidentified but absolutely 
essential dietary factors which are necessarv 
for proper digestion and for the nutrition of 
bodily cell life are contained in all natural foods 
as God gave them, but are largely milled out, 
or extracted from a large majority of our mod­
ern manufactured foods, and as a result of sub­
sisting on such a diet, the vital fires are caused 
to burn feebly, and in consequence, food that 
would ordinarily build good blood, and so, 
nourish the living machine, only serve as a clog 
in the digestive process. 
All fresh vegetables, especially the leafy 
ones, and vegetable broths are rich in mineral 
and vitamin. Vegetables, when cooked under 
moderate heat are rich in certain kinds of vita­
min. The vitamins in a few of the fruits, 
principally the acid ones, as orange, tomato, 
etc., are resistant to heat, while the vitamins of 
the subacid fruits are especially sensitive to 
heat, and are best when they can be eaten fresh. 
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Entire wheat and corn bread contains valuable 
vitamin, but white bread does not. 
Experiments show that when animals are 
confined to some of the breakfast cereals and 
breads that are fed to our children daily they 
soon grow sick, and unless there is added to 
such a diet a portion of fresh foods or milk, 
containing vitaminj they soon die. While per­
sons may exist while using these impoverished 
foods, because they include in their diet a por­
tion of milk and fresh food, nevertheless, it is 
all a more or less chance game, and in conse­
quence there is much needless suffering among 
both rich and poor, but especially among the 
poor, whose rations are more or less limited to 
a few articles of food. 
Inasmuch as bread is used twice or thrice 
daily, as the staff of life both by the rich and 
the poor, it would seem that special efforts 
should be put forth to provide suitable grain pro­
ducts for the masses. Ground whole corn meal 
and cracked wheat for the breakfast cereal, 
with milk, and an addition of the simplest of 
fruits, as the prune, for instance, will furnish 
a good grade of body building elements for rich 
and poor alike. Entire wheat or corn breads, 
together with an abundance of garden vege­
tables, and small proportions of legumes and 
nuts, will supply building material of good 
quality, and in a form that is a ccessable to all. 
As the common people are educated to see 
the need of providing whole food, a demand 
will be created for the same, with the result 
that millers will be encouraged to provide the 
right kind of flour and breakfast cereals for 
the household. How reasonable it would seem, 
if in response to the light that has been caused 
to shine upon this people, in advance of others, 
in regard to the benefits received from the use 
of foods in their natural form, as God gave 
them, that we make the most of the opportun­
ity, in taking the lead in finding ways and 
means of securing the foods that contain the 
necessary elements for the maintenance of all 
round health, and then let this light shine out 
to the world: 
The following recipes for entire wheat bread, 
with and without yeast, are from the new book, 
"Science of Food and Cookery," by Pacific 
Press Publishing Association: 
ENTIRE WHEAT BREAD 
Night sponge. (9 P. M.) Dissolve ^ cake 
of compressed yeast in 1 tablespoon water to 
smooth paste and add lfia quarts cold water. 
Add ll/2 quarts of the entire wheat flour 
Continued on page 18 
The Rational Relation of Religion 
to Medicine 
GEORGE T. HARDING, JR., M. D. 
Dedicatory Address Delivered at Wichita, Kansas, Sanitarium, July 2If, 1921 
(Concluded from the September Number) 
After a fashion they understand that 
such patients are suffering from disordered 
nerve functioning and obscure bodily dis­
turbances arising from the wear and tear 
and waste of energy that ensue when one 
is scraping the gears because the wheels 
of his mental gear-box are not perfectly 
enmeshed; or as it may be expressed, be­
cause of the conflicts within one's soul 
who has no satisfactory substitute for the 
true spiritual religion which man needs and 
instinctively craves, to harmonize his im­
pulses of self-preservation with his in­
stinctive social tendencies;—to bring the 
man of flesh into subjection to the law of 
the inward man, for which Paul recom­
mended Christianity to the Romans. And 
so it not infrequently happens that mater­
ialistic physicians who deny the real ex­
istence of anything spiritual, who have 
neither studied the Bible nor experienced 
its religion, but may have read much criti­
cism of the Bible, do try to prescribe a 
substitute for the real thing needed by 
their patients. 
Can we blame these honest men for fail­
ing to understand what Christianity can do 
for men, while so many nominal followers 
of Christ are contented with the mere forms 
of religious devotion, and fail to search 
deeply after truth, to exercise faith and to 
learn obedience, which develope character 
and directs action that will show our fellow-
men the spirit "that worketh" in us? Too 
few yield themselves fully to the pursuit of 
righteousness and let Christian principles 
get hold of them. Too few make room for 
the mind of Christ, so as to be able to dem­
onstrate how faith and submission lead one 
to trust the wisdom and love of his Creator 
and Redeemer; how to accept without wor­
ry everything that comes as being for his 
own or some one's else good; how to learn 
from the misfortunes of life the necessity 
of obeying all.the laws of our being, even 
for the prevention and cure of disease; how 
to endure or rise above many thorns in 
the flesh when necessary; how to find hap­
piness in self-forgetfulness and a life of 
service to one's fellowmen; and finally, how 
to trust in a power that can give grace 
and strength to do all things worth while. 
And these scientific materialists who re­
ject Bible religion because Bible records 
and their theories do not harmonize, or be­
cause they will not judge Christianity by 
what they may see in the few with the 
victorious life, fail to prescribe the real 
remedy. As if any kind of a substitute for 
religion would do so lopg as it proves a 
"real cure for imaginary disease," they 
often recommend what often is later used 
to the sorrow of the misguided patient, as 
"an imaginary cure for a real disease," a 
philosophy that cannot be regarded as 
either scientific or Christian, because in 
assuming that matter does not exist, it 
would follow that there are no laws of 
matter that need to be obeyed, and if no 
matter exists then no creation, no Creator, 
no law, no penalties for disobedience, no 
sin, no sickness, no death,—no Saviour. 
Though these non-religionists may think 
it consistent to recommend a philosophy 
that does away with the need of a Re­
deemer, that teaches that man has within 
himself something by which he can lift 
himself up, one cannot help feeling that 
their particular brand of "gray matter." 
or way of thinking, is not one whit bettei 
than that of the physician who believes ii 
the Bible and all it teaches, since they al 
low themselves to advise some of their pa 
tients to seek help from those who den 
the existence of matter and its laws. 
In the early centuries when Christian 
first established hospitals, they we 
prompted by the desire to show mercy, ev^ 
as their Lord had done. They faile 
largely to grasp that in His healing, Chris 
not only showed mercy, but with it taugh 
that sickness results from disobedience, 
and that in caring for the sick, there : I 
given not only an opportunity to sho / 
love and kindness, but there is implied n 
duty to teach obedience to natural la"\ * , 
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whether to those who are sick because of 
their own transgressions, or to those who 
stand by in need of the same lesson. With 
the increase of the intellectual and spiritual 
darkness of the Middle Ages, hygienic prin­
ciples which Moses taught were so neglected 
that these Christian institutions became 
veritable lazar-houses where misery was 
increased and the death-rate so high that 
the sick would beg not to be sent to a 
hospital. Some of that prejudice against 
hospitals is still felt to this day, though 
it seems to bf kept alive more by the lack 
of sympathetic nursing and the untempered 
activity of ambitious young surgeons in 
the modern commercialized hospital. By 
isolating large numbers of the sick, the 
hospitals of medieval times undoubtedly 
kept many contagious diseases from 
spreading throughout civilization, and in 
that way did some good, at least. 
With the general enlightenment of the 
latter centuries, hospitals improved slowly, 
until in the middle of the nineteenth cen­
tury Florence Nightingale and her philan­
thropic co-workers demonstrated that hos­
pitals could be made safe for the treatment 
of the sick by the methods of cleanliness 
used in well-regulated homes. Her work, 
and the impetus given to the development 
of surgery by the discovery of general anes­
thesia, caused greater appreciation of the 
importance of cleanliness, antisepsis, and 
better hospital facilities. The separation 
and isolation of contagious diseases came 
to be recognized as a necessity. And be­
side the acute diseases there were those 
sub-acute and chronic disorders that neither 
limited themselves, nor could be cut out, 
nor could the cause be removed except by 
better hygienic opportunities and by cor­
rected habits of living. 
So men began to seek places in the coun­
try and by the seashore and in the moun­
tains where those made sick in crowded 
cities might get an abundance of fresh air. 
Health resorts supplying unusually pure 
water became famous, for pure air and 
pure water are wonderfully favorable to 
health culture. Then began to come into 
existence those retreats or health stations 
where all the year round, by good ventila­
tion, fresh air could be assured to patients, 
where pure„ safe water could be furnished, 
and where wholesome food, regulated ex­
ercise, and proper instruction in health cul­
ture could be a part of the regimen. These 
were sanitariums, almost wholly devoted 
to furnishing the conditions that would 
prevent disease development, and that alone 
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would correct many morbid conditions. 
Stopping those habits of patients that di­
rectly contribute to intoxication or autoin­
toxication was but a natural step; so to­
bacco, liquors, tea and coffee, excess of pro-
teids, unbalanced meals, bad food combina­
tions, devitalized foods, insufficient water 
drinking, and the like, had to go; and 
better things had to take their place. All 
of this required tactful physicians and 
nurses, firm disciplinarians, skilled techni­
cians, patient servants of their fellowmen. 
To eliminate poisonous drugs that gave 
a deceiving sense of exhilaration or seda­
tion required good diplomacy, persuasion, 
and patient endeavor. Patients had to be 
taught that pain is but a symptom of irri­
tation or stimulation; and though it seems 
justifiable to control it in extreme instances 
by using opiates, it is more rational to 
modify it by soothing nursing and to stop 
it by medical treatment aimed at removing 
or correcting the cause. 
Those experiencing a sense of fatigue 
had to be taught to endure the result of 
over-stimulation until the removal of pois­
onous irritants arising in their bodies could 
be checked, rather than to expect immediate 
relief by still other poisonous, stimulating 
tonics. Teaching healthful thinking as­
sumed utmost importance in many cases, 
acquainting patients with the laws of their 
being, physical, mental, and spiritual. This 
made a great field for Christian endeavor 
and men and women moved by Christian 
impulses, properly trained and equipped, 
could do as no one else could. The Chris­
tian sense of responsibility led to equipping 
these sanitariums with men and apparatus 
for the careful study of the patient and his 
complaints, for the making of an accurate 
diagnosis, for administering such simple, 
rational treatments, hydriatic, electric, and 
manual, as will comfort the patient and 
help to regulate his functions until improv­
ed nutrition and restored strength enable 
the patient's body to care for itself under 
hygienic conditions. 
I ought to mention separately a sanitar­
ium feature of the greatest importance—its 
kitchen, with clean, intelligent, faithful 
trained cooks, supplying simple, wholesome, 
natural food, properly adapted to the needs 
of each patient. If nine-tenths of the peo­
ple who complain can get well by living 
ordinarily well when they get to thinking 
correctly, those ninety and many of the 
other ten will get well if fight thinking, 
fresh air, cleanliness, and good food are 
united in their favor. It is remarkable 
what a sanitarium diet can do in four to 
six weeks to clear the skin, restore real 
color to the cheeks, and to lessen the sense 
of fatigue. 
The atmosphere of a Christian institu­
tion, with its willing service, its high moral 
tone, its studies concerning the building 
of character in all its relations, the faith 
and prayers of its workers and their songs 
of praise, and their testimony as to God's 
being an ever-present help in time of 
trouble, is a most valuable aid to the sick, 
whether they know it or not. 
It is but natural that those who must 
follow the principles implied in the injunc­
tion, "If thy right eye offend thee, pluck 
it out," like to have a good surgeon with 
training, experience, and matured judgment 
and a Christian's conscience. They want 
the advantages of a first class hospital and 
the benefits of a convalescence in a place 
of health-culture. They want a surgeon 
who has skill and common sense, and who 
follows the Golden Rule. The Christian 
surgeon's judgment will be influenced by 
his regard for hygienic law and for the 
beneficient influence and healing power of 
comfort, gop^ food, and right living, of 
good habits «nV right thinking. His sense 
of Christian duty toward those who en­
trust their lives to him, will make him a 
conservative surgeon, unwilling to operate 
where less hazardous medical and nursing 
measures may bring about a needed men­
tal cure, or where training in obedience to 
the laws of health will obtain a return to 
normal or acceptable functioning of a dis­
eased part without surgical measures. He 
will not risk the life of a patient where, 
with operative interference the chance of 
decided improvement is .not greater than 
the chance of a shortened life; nor will he 
be so jealous of his percentage of operative 
recoveries that he will hesitate giving pos­
sible aid when non-interference means cer­
tain death. ' 
My friends, we might continue, but I 
must not. I feel confident that the Kansas 
Sanitarium will demonstrate what an ideal 
health-cultivation and disease-prevention 
center a Christian organization can con­
duct. While we dedicate this building and 
all that it contains to the good work for 
which it has been built, let all the institu­
tion's friends and workers dedicate them­
selves to such living and serving and teach­
ing as will enable this sanitarium to im­
prove the health of the bodies of its pa­
trons in such a way and by such methods 
and in such an atmosphere as will enable 
the afflicted to appreciate more highly 
enternal things. 
As it often happens, honest doctors find 
very uncomfortable patients who show no 
signs nor symptoms of changes in the or­
gans which their methods of examination 
and knowledge of disease enable them to 
understand. They sense the patient's need 
of relief from sensitiveness, lessened sell 
control, fears and unhappiness. In their 
lack of comprehension it usually appeals 
to be merely a case of a "weak brother" 
or a "weak sister," to whom they are too 
honorable to give various kinds of colored 
pills to meet an ever-varying complaint; 
but nevertheless they are moved by the 
best traditions of medicine to remember 
that their duty is toward the patient, and 
not toward the disease alone. 
" NOW " 
R. S. Owen 
Bible Teacher, College of Medical Evangelists 
I KEEP a station on the railway of life; no one can take my place. I am sole agent as long as I live. I can not be discharged 
even for the grossest neglect of my duty. I 
alone am entrusted with the care of this sta­
tion. The name of my station is "Now." 
A train arrives just as I awake from slumber 
each morning. The engine that brings each 
train to my station is called "Night." In its 
cab sits "Old Time," with his hoary head as 
engineer, and also as conductor, for he has full 
charge of the train. These trains are made up 
of from sixteen to eighteen cars; every train 
arrives suddenly, but each one passes by slowly 
enough to give me time to open each car, and 
handle its contents. Each car is piled full of 
boxes; each box is marked "Opportunity." 
Thev are all empty boxes to be filled by me. 
They are not all alike, nor all the same size, 
but each one is admirably adapted to hold the 
material with which I am to fill it. 
The first box in the first car opened each 
morning is designed for "thoughts." Thoughts 
of God and His law; of heaven; of duty. The 
next should be filled with "praise and prayer." 
If I fill these first two boxes with the right 
material it helps me wonderfully throughout 
the train. Then there are boxes for deeds of 
mercy and love; others for kind words. Some 
rough, irregular ones for hard tasks; some 
smooth, plain ones for pleasant duties. Oh! 
What a lot of boxes on each train, but I can 
fill them all if I am only faithful, and always 
keep the name of my station "Now" in mind. 
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i lie final destination of each train is a sta­
tion called "The Judgment." This is the junc­
tion with the main line which fades away in the 
distance. At the station there is the possibility 
of great gain or terrible loss. 
How many empty boxes shall 1 allow to pass 
my station, on to the Judgment? How manv 
filled with wrong material? Oh, the wasted 
opportunities! 
On the walls of my station, side by side, are 
placed two placards. One by the Master of 
the road, and the other by an enemy. One reads : 
"Behold, NOW is the accepted time; Behold, 
NOll is the day of sa lvation." The other reads : 
"Wait for the next train." 
We are all station agents on the railway of 
life. May each one of us be so faithful in the 
important station of "Now." that when all our 
daily trains shall have reached the final station, 
and all our boxes shall have been examined at 
the final Judgment; each one of us may be pro­
moted to a station on the main line which is 
Immortality, and runs out into Kternity. 
HOW MUCH OXYGEN ARE YOU 
USING ? 
E. H. Risley, M. D. 
THL human body can be compared in some respects to a stove since it uses fuel in the form of food and also re­
quires oxygen to burn up or oxidize this 
fuel on quite a similar basis. The burning or 
oxidation of fuel in the body also gives rise to 
pi oducts comparable to the burning process in 
the stove, the smoke being represented by the 
carbon dioxide which goes out by way of the 
lungs and the ash by the waste products which 
are cared for by the kidneys. 
The temperature of the body is far below 
that of the stove but yet in many other respects 
the processes going on in it are similar. In 
the latter, the intake of oxygen is regulated by 
the draft, in the body we also have a regulat­
ing mechanism more complicated, but it is 
automatic and takes into consideration the 
needs of the entire body. 
In the majority of individuals the body fires 
burn normally, in some they burn excessively, 
while in others the regulating mechanism sup­
plies a poor draught, and the .oxidation process 
is sluggish and poorly carried out. As a result 
of these variations from the normal, serious 
disease processes often arise and the body in 
time is damaged. If such a fault is not cor­
rected serious injury may ensue and the organ-
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ism be damag'ed beyond hope of repair. 
For some years past experimenters have 
been endeavoring to work out methods and 
apparatus which would be useful in detecting 
variations from the normal in connection with 
these activities of the body. Thus it would be 
possible to determine earlier in the process that 
such abnormal conditions were present giving 
greater hope for treating the cases successfully. 
In quite recent years this has been actually 
accomplished in a very practical way and as a 
result we now have methods at hand together 
with the necessary apparatus to accurately 
check cases in which abnormalities of this char­
acter are thought to exist. 
\\ e have had methods for testing the output 
of waste materials by way of the kidney for a 
long time and now the addition of the above 
method fills the gap to quite an extent in the 
system of tests for checking up cases showing 
trouble of this character. 
It is the purpose of this article to briefly out­
line the apparatus and state the principles 
involved in such a way that the average person 
will have a better understanding of the mean­
ing of this very useful metjjpi! /»fMchecking lip 
the case in hand. rv^rftous. 
The respiration apparatuses it is called, 
which is quite largely used at the present time 
is one devised by Benedict, director of the Car­
negie Nutrition Laboratory. After years of 
work in connection with metabolism studies lie 
has devised an outfit which consists of an oxy­
gen tank so arranged that it rises at the volume 
of oxygen increases and falls as the volume 
decreases inside. This tank is connected w'th 
a series of pipes which can be closed from the 
outside air and in which a small fan run by an 
electric motor keeps up the circulation of oxy­
gen. These pipes also pass through an air­
tight glass jar, or absorbing chamber, which 
contains chemicals through which the oxygen 
passes. This chemical absorbs any impurities 
which are present in the circulating oxygen, 
thus keeping it pure and clean for inhalation. 
1 lie person to be tested is connected into 
the closed circuit of pipes bv means of a valve 
and mouth piece, his nose is clamped so that ( 
he breathes entirely through the mouth piece 
into the closed circuit containing pure oxygen. 
As the waste products, such as carbon dioxide, 
aie expired from his lungs into the closed cir­
cuit they are taken up by the chemicals of the 
absorbing chamber, the unused oxygen passing 
on through to be taken up by the lungs of the 
individual who is being tested. The oxygen 
from the tank is thus gradually decreased in 
amount as the body calls for. it and its volume 
in the tank becomes less and less. By accur­
ately reading the quantity at the beginning of 
the test and then again at the end of a definite 
period the amount of oxygen used per minute 
or per hour can be quick ly determined. 
If desired the carbon dioxide can'also be d e­
termined by weighing the chemical jars where 
it is absorbed before and after the test. How­
ever, this is not necessary in the usual test, as 
the amount of oxygen used indirectly tells 
approximately how much of this substance is 
formed in the oxidation process. 
From the amount of oxygen, the amount of 
heat or energy the body is producing can be 
figured and in this way we have a check on the 
oxidation process which is accurate and reliable 
enough for diagnostic purposes. 
1 he yield of energy when figured in this 
way is expressed as calories of heat. A calorie 
is the amount of heat it takes to raise the tem­
perature of one kilogram (about one quart) of 
water 1° centigrade (1.8° Fahrenheit). The 
output of calories by the body is quite variable 
depending upon age, sex, size of body, activity, 
time of day, intake of food, rest, disease pro­
cesses, etc., all of which factors must be taken 
into account in judging as to whether the result 
obtained in a given test is within the average 
or not. Adults produce under ordinary condi­
tions from 1800 to 3500 of these heat units 
per twenty-four hours. 
Such a determination is spoken of as a met­
abolism test and the figures obtained are called 
the metabolic rate. Metabolism is a word which 
is used to express the chemical changes going on 
in the body in connection with the building up 
of the tissues, the wear and tear of the same, 
and the production of energy by the body. In 
tnaking such a test it is important to get what 
is call ed the basal rate, that is, the rate with all 
extra factors eliminated. In order to do this 
the test is made early in the morning, no food 
having been taken since the previous day, the 
person must keep quiet, not walking or doing 
heavy exercise work, he must lie down quietly 
for thirty to forty minutes before beginning 
the test and must lie quietly and calmly while 
the actual determination is going on. The 
technical part of the test must be" carried out 
by one who is skilled in the manipulation of the 
apparatus if dependable results are expected. 
In making the final calculations the person 
taking the test must be wei ghed accurately and 
his height measured. These figures when applied 
to the Du Bois chart give the surface or skin 
area of the individual. From this surface area of 
the body the average normal output of energy 
can be computed quite accurately. This calcu­
lated output of energy on the basis of the sur­
face area of the body when checked up for the 
proper age and "sex is then compared with the 
determination made on the metabolism machine 
and the report finally rendered as normal, if 
above as percent above normal, or if below as 
percent below normal. A fluctuation of 10 per­
cent above or 10 percent below average normal 
is commonly allowed as a possible variation in 
perfect health. A decrease of 1 0 percent to 40 
percent, or an increase of 10 percent to 60 per­
cent or more is an indication of an abnormal 
condition which needs careful study and treat­
ment by the physician. 
The cases showing the most marked depart­
ure front the normal basal metabolic rate are 
those in which the thyroid gland is involved. 
1 he thyroid is one of the most important 
glandular structures of the body since it has a 
marked control over oxidation. This gland 
produces a secretion which passes into the blood 
and by this medium is carried to all parts of 
the body. If this secretion is produced in 
excess then the activities of the body are greatly 
increased and the basal metabolic rate is mark­
edly accelerated and this increase is one of the 
most constant signs of the trouble. Thus such 
a test as here described is often the most useful 
in helping the physician in charge of the case 
to correctly diagnose the condition, and during 
treatment will guide him as to progress being 
made. 
\\ hen the thyroid secretion is below the aver­
age the normal control of metabolism is not up 
to the standard and the basal rate will be cor-
respondingly reduced. 3 his also gives the cor­
rect guide as to treatment. 
There are several other disease conditions in 
which metabolic rate is disturbed but they have 
not been so fully studied and the work thus far 
carried out indicates that they are not of such 
great importance as those in which the thyroid 
is involved. 
3 he basal metabolic rate is a lso increased in 
all cases where fever is present so it is import­
ant to take body temperature at the time of 
making the test. 
In conclusion it is safe to say that this test 
as it stands today is one of the verv valuable 
procedures which help to make diagnosis and 
treatment of cases more accurate. 
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Why Should Our Children Be 
Vaccinated 
H. E. BU TKA, M. D. 
DURING recent years there have appeared in the various newspapers, journals, magazines, and even on posters, placards, 
etc., almost on every corner, many arti­
cles and statements against the use of vaccina­
tion for protection against small pox. 
THE DISEASE SMALL POX 
It is very difficult for us now to realize that 
small pox was once much more common than 
measles and much more fatal. Many of those 
who recovered were disfigured for life, left 
blind, or with some other serious consequences 
of the disease. For centuries small pox was 
one of the greatest scourges. It depopulated 
cities and exterminated nations. In Europe 
alone where its ravages were comparatively 
slight, it killed hundreds of thousands yearly 
In the eighteenth century, of which we have 
the best records, almost everybody had it before 
he grew up. Parents often exposed their 
children to the disease in order to be through 
with it, just as they now sometimes do with 
minor contagious diseases. 
The distinguished mathematician, Bernouille, 
estimated that 15,000,000 people died of small 
pox in twenty-five years in the eighteenth cen­
tury. It has been estimated that sixty million 
people died of small pox during that century. 
Haygarth gives an account of a small 
pox epidemic in Chester, England, pop­
ulation 14,713. At the termination of 
the epidemic, there were but 1,000 per­
sons, or seven percent of the population who 
bad never had small pox. Many similar in­
stances are cited in the literature. The French 
physician de la Condamine, (1754) said that 
every tenth death was due to small pox and that 
one-fouth of mankind was either killed by it 
or crippled or disfigured for life. Sarcone 
(1782) estimated that ninety percent of the 
pupulation suffered from small pox. 
Small pox was introduced into the western 
hemisphere by the Spaniards about fifteen years 
after the discovery of America. In Mexico 
within a short period three and one-half mil­
lion persons are said to have died of the disease. 
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Catlin (1841) states that of 12,000,000 Amer­
ican Indians, 6,000,000 fell victims to small 
pox. In Iceland in 1707, 18,000 perished out 
of a population of 50,000, that is, small pox 
killed thirty-six per cent of the total population 
in one year. 
A good example is that of Boston in 1752, 
population at that time 15,684. Of this num­
ber, 4,998 had previously had small pox. Dur­
ing the epidemic, 5,545 persons contracted the 
disease in the usual manner, and 2,124 took it 
by inoculation. Eighteen hundred forty-three 
persons escaped from the town to avoid in­
fection. There were, therefore left in 
the city but 174 persons who had never had 
small pox. , • 
SMALL POX STILL MENACE 
Small pox is still as serious a menace as it 
was in former times. Thus in five years, from 
1893 to 1897, 346,520 persons died of small 
pox in sixteen countries. During the year 
1818, there were reported 576 cases of small 
pox in Salt Lake City, Utah; 502 in St. Louis, 
Mo.; 364 in Spokane, Wash.; 382 in St. Paul, 
Minn.; 210 in Toledo, Ohio; 1,120 in Cleve­
land, Ohio; 1,202 in Indianapolis, Ind.; 1,933 
in Kansas City, Mo.; 1,009 in Omaha, Neb., 
etc. These figures are all the more terrible 
when it is realized that these lives might have 
been saved by the use of a simple prophylactic 
procedure within the reach of all. 
VACCINATION 
Most of the readers will be familiar with the 
procedure of vaccination. It consists of plac­
ing on an area, usually of the arm which has 
been scraped or scratched until a small amount 
of fluid exudes, a small amount of the vaccine 
virus. Following this, if the "take" is success­
ful, this vaccination goes through a series of 
changes, first becoming red, later showing a 
small amount of postular material, then grad­
ually drying up until only a thick crust remains. 
This finally falls off and the process is com­
plete, leaving a scar varying in size from a 
mark scarcely visible, to a scar an inch in 
diameter. 
SOURCE OF VACCINATION 
We are indebted to Louis Jenner, a French 
physician, for the placing of vaccination on a 
scientific basis. He had observed that in the 
severe epidemics of small pox, there were a 
number of persons immune from the disease 
on account of previous infection with cow pox. 
He also proved that cattle are infected from 
human small pox, but that human beings could 
not be infected with small pox from the cow. 
The course of cow pox in people was extremely 
light, so he transferred material from the pos-
tules of cow pox eruption to man, succeeding 
in producing the reaction of vaccination, with 
subsequent immunity to small pox. 
The production of vaccine virus in the 
United States is controlled by the Government, 
and proper safeguards made so that it is pre­
pared in the most scientific way, and extremely 
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VACCINATION PROTECTS 
April 8, 1874, Germany passed a general 
compulsory vaccination and revaccination law. 
The law requires the vaccination of all infants 
before the expiration of the first year of life, 
and a second vaccination at the age ot twelve. 
Since this law went into effect, there have been 
no epidemics of small pox in Germany despite 
the fact that the disease has been frequently 
introduced from without. In 1897 there were 
but eig ht deaths from small pox in the entire 
German empire, population 54,000,000. Since 
then long periods have passed without a single 
death from small pox. From 1901 to 1910, 
there we re only 380 deaths from small pox in 
Germany. During the same period there were 
4.286 d eaths from small pox in England and 
Wales, with only about half the population of 
Germany. Furthermore, many of the deaths in 
Germany were in foreigners. Thus in 1909, 
out of twenty-five deaths from small pox, thir­
teen were in foreigners, eleven of whom were 
Russians. In the huge German Army there have 
^°en only two deaths from small pox since 
1874. One of these was in a Reservist who had 
not been succe ssfully vaccinated. Germany has 
taught the world how to utilize vaccination. 
OBJECTIONS TO VACCINATION 
Most of the objections to this measure arise 
from prejudice, hearsay, or religious scruples, 
or from the accidents due to methods in vogue 
from twenty to 100 years ago for performing 
vaccination. At that time the cleanly and 
scientific methods of preparing the vaccine were 
unknown, and the common practice was to vac­
cinate one child, and when that vaccination 
had reached the postular stage, the fluid was 
removed and placed on the arms of ten or more 
other children. Occasionally in this way disease 
was actually transmitted from one child to an­
other. Also infections of the arm were more 
frequent. 
However, by the use of the individual vaccine 
point, and the proper disinfection of the field of 
inoculation and the proper care of the arm dur­
ing the vaccination period, these troubles have 
been entirely eliminated, so that it is only by 
gross carelessness that serious results may 
ensue. 
The statements frequently made in certain 
journals that syphilis and tuberculosis follow 
the use of vaccine are absolutely untrue. Cattle 
from which we obtain the vaccine can not be 
inoculated with syphilis, and each one used in 
the preparation of vaccine is autopsied and ex­
amined carefully for any evidence of tubercu­
losis; and if present, the entire preparation of 
vaccine from that calf is discarded. 
Personally, I have vaccinated more than 
3.000 persons, and have followed the patients 
through the entire period and have seen no case 
in which there was more than a slightly swollen 
arm and discomfort for a few days. 
SMALL POX STILL PRESENT 
During the year 1918, there were 63,875 
cases of small pox in the United States, with 
450 deaths. So it is only necessary to present 
the actual number of cases to show that it is a 
real menace. 
Along the border states we find large numbers 
of Mexicans and others constantly bringing in 
the disease, and consequently the only method 
of combating the disease is by the simple pro­
cedure of vaccination. 
SMALL POX AFTER VACCINATION 
It is true that an occasional person having 
been vaccinated later contracts the disease. 
However, we find that the disease is extremely 
light in these cases, leaving no large pox marks 
or scars. The name given to this type of the 
disease is varioloid, which runs a course not 
much more severe than measles. So we see that 
it serves as a protection, even though one should 
contract the disease. 
COMPULSORY VACCINATION 
While it would be ideal to have each person 
attend to vaccination voluntarily, yet in practice 
many people are selfish and try to steal the pro­
tection that the barrier of vaccinated neighbors 
form against the disease. This keeps up foci of 
infection throughout the country so that, as al-
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ready stated, there were 63,875 cases reported 
in the United States during the year 1918, with 
450 deaths. 
The value of vaccination has been proven 
since many decades, and it is inconceivable that 
people should continue to object to the simple 
measure which not only insures the individual 
against the disease, but collectively insures the 
community and, as in Germany, will in time 
entirely wipe out the disease; while the incon­
venience of the vaccination results in no ill ef­
fects of importance. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Small pox is an extremely serious disease. 
2. Vaccination protects against disease. 
3. Compulsory vaccination would soon 
eliminate the disease from among the serious 
public health problems. 
4. No serious ill effects from vaccination. 
5. Prevents the terrible disfigurements of 
face and body seen daily in many countries. 
ISOLATION PREVENTS 
"CATCHING" 
Sanitarians have for years been preach­
ing that prevention is a much more satis­
factory way of handling disease than cure; 
it has remained for Mr. W. C. Sieker, 
Health Officer of Shoreham, a small sub­
urb of Milwaukee, Wis., to practice a meth­
od somewhat midway between the two— 
that of isolation. It is not always pos­
sible to prevent children from "catching" 
disease; it is not always possible to cure 
them after they have contracted it; it is 
possible, in the public schools at least, to 
isolate the suspicious cases, and in this 
way prevent them from becoming a men­
ace to their daily associates. By this sim­
ple precaution this community has reduc­
ed disease seventy per cent in the public 
schools. 
Mr. Sieker, who introduced the system, 
is not a physician, but, as principal of the 
local continuation school, he had observed 
that children infected with a communicable 
disease still attended school during its 
early stages. It was not the custom to 
quarantine them until they had passed their 
infection on to others—medical men are 
frequently unable to diagnose the illness 
in its early stages. So, in September, 1918, 
Mr. Sieker ruled that every suspicious 
case, however mild, should be immediately 
confined and the victim's home placarded. 
A child with a slight cold which had the 
possibility of measles, or a sore throat 
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which might be incipient diphtheria, was 
immediately quarantined. This principle 
of "isolation first, diagnosis afterward," 
was supplemented by a thorough education­
al campaign. It was not wilful violation of 
the law and community welfare which was 
responsible for the lack of proper precau­
tion, out ignorance of the fundamental 
principles of contagion. A plentiful propa­
ganda of facts created a public sentiment 
which made the exposure of a whole com­
munity to disease by one family of social 
disgrace. 
Results have amply justified this sacri­
fice of the individual to the welfare of the 
community. Indeed, although a large num­
ber of homes have been placarded on sus­
picion, the mistaken guesses have been neg­
ligible. The year before this policy was 
adopted 219 school children were stricken 
with communicable diseases, and the follow­
ing year only twenty-three. During the 
past year not one case of the traditional 
children's diseases has been contracted in 
the public schools; and the one infected 
child who attended a parochial school wdien 
he should have been quarantined on sus­
picion was responsible for 800 half-days' 
absence by other children.—World's Work, 
March, 1921. 
The hygiene of clothing includes ventila­
tion, freedom from pressure, moderate 
warmth, and cleanliness. Loose, porous un­
derclothes are already coming into vogue. 
But effective ventilation, namely such as 
will allow free access of air to the skin, 
requires that our outer clothes—including 
women's gowns and men's shirts, vests, 
vest-linings, and coat-linings—should also 
be loose and porous. Herein is one of the 
most important but almost wholly neglected 
reforms. "How to Live," Fisher and Fisk, 
page 14. 
Air may be shut out not only by tight 
houses but also by tight clothes. It follows 
that the question of clothing is closely re­
lated to the question of ventilation. In 
fact, it is a reasonable inference from mod­
ern investigations that air-hygiene concerns 
the skin quite as much as the lungs. There­
fore the question of clothing assumes a new 
and hitherto unsusnected importance. A 
truly healthy skin is not the waxy white 
which is so common, but one which glows 
with color, just as do healthy cheeks ex­
posed to the open air. "How to Live," 
Fisher and Fisk, page 14. 
DRUGS AND GRACE DO NOT GO 
TOGETHER 
D. H. Kress, M. D. 
NOT less than $300,000,000, or a sum equal to that paid out on the con­struction of the Panama Canal, is 
yearly paid out by the people of the 
United States for medicines. The corner 
drug store could not exist but for the trade 
in patent medicines. The more ignorant 
the people the greater is their faith in 
these nostrums, and possibly the greater 
are the results obtained. It is faith in the 
remedy usually, that gives results, and not 
remedy itself. Some of the medicines used 
are harmful,. others are harmless but 
worthless. Yet we cannot deny results are 
obtained. Faith in a worthless remedy may 
bring immediate results, but the results 
desired are not permanent. Symptoms may 
be chang ed by the use of drugs, but after 
all is said disease can be cured only by the 
removal of causes. Nature may be aided 
in her efforts in restoration by the use of 
simple physiologic remedies intelligently 
applied. 
Doctor Osier once said, "He is the best 
physician who knows the worthlessness of 
most drugs." This knowledge comes from 
years of experience. It is the young phy­
sician who has unbounded faith in medi­
cines. The longer he remains in prac­
tice the fewer drugs he dispenses. He 
finds them uncertain and unreliable and 
disappointing. 
Many of the drugs which were freely dis­
pensed by physicians of the past, have been 
cast aside as utterly worthless and harm­
ful. New ones are taken up with the same 
confidence only to meet with a similar fate. 
Every physician has observed that while 
in one case a dose of medicine may appar­
ently act beneficially, in another the same 
dose may bring about serious results. This 
has led the medical profession to throw 
upon the scrap heap many of the remedies 
which in the past were introduced. It is 
said of a certain English professor who 
had unbounded confidence in a certain rem­
edy, that in his closing remarks to the 
graduating class, he would highly recom­
mend this remedy. While in France he 
was called to the bedside of a patient. As 
usual he prescribed his drug. The patient 
rapidly grew worse and died. After this 
in addressing the graduating classes when 
recommending the use of his remedy, he 
would add "remember while it cures the 
Englishman it will kill the Frenchman." 
A great many deaths have been recorded 
from the taking of acetanilid, phenacetine, 
and antepyrene and similar coal tar pro­
ducts. In some cases apparent beneficial 
results are obtained. The pain ceases. If 
the person is strong and has a sound heart 
he is not seriously injured by the first five 
grain dose. The contfhuous use of any of 
these drugs will seriously impair the ac­
tion of the heart and bring about serious 
results in the strongest person. One dose 
has been known to kill. This occurs in 
cases where the heart is already in an en­
feebled condition. It is actually true, what 
appears to cure one, kills another. It does 
not matter so much whether he is an 
Englishman or a Frenchman, it depends en­
tirely upon the previous condition of the 
heart. 
Drugs and patent medicines are decep­
tive. They appear to do what they do 
not do. The best they can do is to re­
move annoying symptoms. They cannot 
cure. 
The physician who prescribes drugs and 
relies upon them, destroys nature's signals 
upon which he depends to make a daily 
diagnosis of his case. The pulse or heart, 
after a dose of morphine, strychnine or 
acetanilid are no longer a safe guide in 
determining the actual condition of the 
patient. The physician can therefore no 
longer intelligently prescribe for his pa­
tient. The patient may appear to be at 
his best when he is actually at his worst. 
It is impossible to tell whether a patient 
who is under the influence of a drug is 
improving or is getting worse. The symp­
toms produced by the drug, may indicate 
improvement and yet the patient may be 
in a more critical condition. We read fre­
quently in our daily papers of a Mr. S. or 
G. who had been previously reported as 
seriously ill, showing marked improvement. 
The next day the sad announcement is 
possibly made of a sudden collapse and 
death. The apparent marked improvement 
was brought about by the employment of 
some heart stimulant. The feeble heart 
needed rest, not a whip. Many have died, 
who might have lived, had it not been for 
the drug which was administered. 
Drugs, we say are admissible when the 
patient is in a dying condition. This may 
be true in some cases, and yet it appears 
to me if a person ever needed a clear un-
benumbed brain it is at such a time. I 
have been by the bedside of patients who 
were on the point of death, but were 
wholly unconscious of it, and yet they were 
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unprepared to die. It was useless to pray 
with them, or speak to them of the ser­
iousness of their condition while under the 
brain deadening influence of an opiate. If 
this life were the end of all things, I 
would see no reason why patients during 
the closing hours of life, should not be 
given opiates to keep, them in a semi-con­
scious condition and free from pain or anx­
ious thought. No doubt many a patient 
has been eternally lost who might have 
been saved as was the thief on the cross at 
the last moment of life, had it not been 
that the brain, the only medium through 
which God by His Spirit could impress and 
bring healing to the soul, was under the 
influence of an opiate or narcotic. 
At the crucifixion of criminals among 
the Romans, it was allowable for friends 
to administer to the unfortunate and suf­
fering victims while suspended upon7 the 
cross a narcotic to ease their pain. Jesus 
though suffering refused the narcotic that 
was pressed to His lips by sympathizers. 
He felt He must maintain the communica­
tion between Him and His Father in order 
to receive the Father's comfort and sus­
taining grace. 
Drugs and grace do not go together. 
Drugs lessen the desire, and demand for 
grace, hence the apostle's admonition, "be 
not drunk with wine, wherein is excess, 
but be filled with the spirit." One is a 
dangerous substitute for the other. Many 
a doctor is administering drugs, when he 
ought to be an able minister of the Spirit. 
There are cases of extreme suffering where 
drugs may be given to obtain immediate re­
lief, but there are agencies that can be 
employed to relieve suffering without 
deadening the brain. Among these none 
is equal to water when intelligently em­
ployed. Drugs need seldom be used. 
EDUCATION OR INDULGENCE 
Washington, D. C.— P. P. Claxton, Com­
missioner of Education, exposes in a 
formal statement what he considers the 
great delusion of the American people, 
namely, that from time immemorial they 
have strained their purse-strings in behalf 
of learning and that the public schools-
elementary, secondary and higher—consti­
tute our chief financial burden. 
In a formidable array of figures Mr. 
Claxton shows that the people of the Unit­
ed States spent more for luxuries in the 
single year of 1920 than has been spent on 
education in the 300 years which virtually 
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cover the entire history of the country. 
FIGURES FOR 1918 
"In 1918, the last year for which com­
plete reports have been compiled," says 
that statement, "we spent in the United 
States for public education, elementary 
and secondary, $762,259,154; for normal 
schools for the training of teachers, $20,-
414,689; for higher education in colleges, 
universities and professional and technical 
schools, whether supported by public tax­
ation or privately endowed, $137,055,415. 
The grand total was $919,729,258. In the 
fifty years from 1870 to 1920, we paid for 
public, elementary and high schools, $12,-
457,464,563; for normal schools, $291,111,-
232; for higher education in tax-supported 
and privately endowed colleges, universities 
and technical schools, $1,804,200,272; a to­
tal of $14,552,796,037 for the fifty years. 
"For the years preceding 1870, $2,000,-
000,000 for public elementary and second­
ary schools, $3,000,000 for Normal schools 
and $150,000,000 for higher education would 
be very liberal estimates. Adding these to 
the totals given will make a grand total 
of about $14,500,000,000 for public, ele­
mentary and secondary schools, $295,000,-
000 for normal schools and $1,950,000,-
000 for higher education, approximately 
$16,645,000,000 for public schools, element­
ary, secondary, normal schools and higher 
education in schools of all kinds from the 
beginning of our history until 1920. 
SPENT FOR LUXURIES 
"Making all due allowances for defective 
returns, the total amount spent for public 
education in 1918, including current ex­
penditures for private and endowed col­
leges and universities, and all expenditures 
for capital investment in building and equip­
ment was less than $1,000,000,000. Accord­
ing to government returns for 1920, the 
people of the United States spent for 
luxuries in that year $22,700,000,000; more 
than twenty-two times as much as they 
spent for education only two years before, 
and $6,000,000,000 or thirty per cent more 
than we have spent for education in all 
our history. 
"Expenditures for luxuries in 1920 in­
cluded among other items: For face pow­
der, cosmetics, perfume, etc., $750,000,000; 
furs, $300,000,000; soft drinks, $350,000,-
000; toilet soaps, $400,000,000; cigarettes, 
$800,000,000; cigars, $510,000,000; tobacco 
and snuff, $800,000,000; jewelry, $500,-
Concluded on page 23 
(Dttr Morten at Ifomr attii A broad 
Conducted by Newton Evans, M. D., President College of Medical Evangelists 
A personal letter from Elder W. H. Ander­
son in Mafeking, South Africa, contains 
interesting news regarding the missionary ac­
tivities. Elder Anderson made a rather 
extended visit to the school at Loma Linda 
two or three years ago and at about that time 
Mrs. Anderson spent several months at the 
White Memorial Hospital in medical training. 
Elder Anderson says, "The diploma which 
you so k indly granted Mrs. Anderson came by 
the post yesterday. Being hermetically sealed 
it arrived in good condition. We thank you 
very much for your kindness in sending it. It 
will be a great help to Mrs. Anderson in her 
work, and also in obtaining credits for post­
graduate work, which she is planning to take 
in this country. 
"We expect Doctor Kretchmar to arrive 
here for mission work about November 1. He 
has been assigned to my territory, and I will 
give him a hearty welcome. If Doctor Kretch­
mar makes good, there will probably be a call 
next year for at least three more doctors in 
this field. They are badly needed if they are 
real mi ssionaries, and do the work expected of 
them." 
We are indeed glad to hear of the plans for 
Doctor Kretchmar to join the work in the Afri­
can field at this time. Doctor Kretchmar is 
one of the graduates of the College of Medical 
Evangelists in the class which finished in 1920. 
He has been engaged for the past few months 
in studying and taking the British cptalifica-
tion e xaminations in order to be ready to reg­
ister in South Africa. 
The following is a short extract from a let­
ter received by Doctor Magan from L. A. 
Hansen of the General Conference Medical 
Department: "I do not believe I have replied 
to yours of August 31, which enclosed a copy 
of your certificate to those who have spent 
three consecutive months with you. I think 
, these certificates are a good idea, and we would 
be glad if all of our foreign workers could 
spend at least that much time, either at Loma 
Linda, Los Angeles, or here at Washington 
between the sanitarium and the dispensary." 
A recent private letter from Dr. Roy Fal­
coner, who has been for about a year and a half 
in Nanning, Kwangsi, China, will be of inter­
est to our medical missionary workers and 
shows something of the enthusiasm for the 
work which is developed by actual experience 
in the foreign field. We trust that the way 
will be open for more and more of those who 
are receiving medical training to enter this and 
other needy fields. 
"We are seeing patients over in the new 
building now. I see five or six patients every 
day now. Nobody knows we are open yet 
and much has to be done and could have been 
all done had not the trouble upset everything. 
"The new governor has taken his place and 
is starting business. Mr. Pun and Su, good 
friends of ours, have been staying here with us 
during this trouble and it so happens that they 
are his chief advisors and each holds a good 
position, one being now the head of the Edu­
cational Department and will soon take up his 
regular work as head of all public works, as he 
is an American trained Civil Engineer. The 
other is at the head of the Industrial Depart­
ment. He too was educated in America. We 
think them very fine men indeed and they are 
bringing the governor around to us tomorrow. 
It may be God sent these men to us for protec­
tion so that they may be able to help us later,— 
who knows? The governor is a well educated 
man, got a Ph. D. from Germany, can speak 
six languages well a nd is in for modern ways. 
"Later. Just as I finished that last sentence 
a boy come with a card and it was from the 
governor, asking me to come and see him, as 
he was not feeling well. I went, met 
Mr. Pun and we went together. I am 
very well pleased indeed with our governor. 
He speaks good English and is the only gov­
ernor in all China who can meet the various 
commissioners without an interpreter. He is 
a very bright fellow who realizes the big job 
he has on his hands and has no big head about 
it. The professional part of the visit was not 
much, he merely had a cough and wanted re­
lief. He is coming over in the morning to 
visit our place. Page Seventeen 
"It pays to be friendly and treat people right 
no matter who they are. \\ hen we got ac­
quainted with these two men we had no idea 
of their real position. We did not know they 
would be real big men in this province. We 
gave them a place to stay because we thought 
they were good chaps and they appreciated it 
and now are helping us. God has wonderful 
ways of doing things and when we put _our-
selves in line with his plans He sees that 
things go. 
"Now is there a single fellow of our boys at 
home who is having the pleasure, the honor, if 
you please, and the fun of doing things that 
Paul and I are having over here? Of course 
there isn't and yet they hesitate to come to 
China, Poor fellows, if they could only taste 
a bit of real life out here once, California 
would have no attraction for them. Two doc­
tors here would be t he proper thing. We then 
could work this province in good shape. But 
I long to see work started in Canton. You 
cannot imagine how anxious I feel about it. We 
must have more medical work out here. 
"It costs no more to send a doctor out here 
than any other class of worker. The doctor 
begins working for and with the people the day 
he lands and he meets the people in ever in­
creasing numbers and that too in the most inti­
mate way. I would do anything to get some 
good, courageous medical boys enthusiastic 
about China. Not that I want them to take my 
place but there are so many good places that 
it is a shame there is not somebody in them." 
HEALTH REFORM IN THE CLOSING WORK 
Continued from page 6 
(ground fine) and beat to a smooth batter. 
Cover, and if the weather is very cold, wrap 
in a good cloth until the morning. 
Dough. (6 A. M.) Add 2 level table­
spoons salt, and 4 tablespoons sugar, and 
4 tablespoons melted vegetable fat to 
the sponge and mix well. Add about 2 
quarts of entire wheat flour, or enough 
to make a dough so soft that it can barely be 
kneaded on a board. Knead until elastic to 
the touch (about 5 to 8 minutes) ; then put 
into an oiled bowl, cover, and let rise until, 
when tapped sharply, it gradually begins to 
sink, which will require from V/z to 2 hours. 
Work down thoroughly, turn over in the bowl, 
cover, and let rise again until about three-
fourths its original bulk; then work down the 
second time. Cover, and let rise the third 
time, until about two-thirds its original bulk; 
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then turn out on a slightly floured b )ard, 
knead again, mold into loaves and put into 
pans for baking. Brush over the top of each 
loaf with an oiled brush, and let rise u-.til 
when pressed with the finger, it responds 
weakly to the pressure; then bake in a good 
oven; having the drafts closed so as to hold 
an even heat until the bread is thor ughly 
baked. About 45 minutes for the small loaves, 
and one hour to seventy-five minutes for the 
large size is generally sufficient. 
UNLEAVENED DOUGH BREAD 
No. I. Put 2 cups entire wheat, p2 tea­
spoon salt, and 2 teaspoons of sugar into a 
bowl. Add 4 tablespoons (level) of solid 
vegetable fat and work into the flour with the 
tips of the fingers. Add slowly and gradually 
about two-thirds cup cold water, stirring con­
stantly as it is being added, and work into a 
medium dough. Lay on a board, and fold 
over and over, and knead, to enclose air. Roll 
out to one-half inch thickness, cut into strips 
one-half inch in width, then crosswise into 
three inch lengths. Lay in a baking pan, 
leaving a little space between, and bake in a 
medium oven to a very delicate brown. (If 
meltose is obtainable, add 2 tablespoonfuls to 
the water, and omit the sugar). 
No. II. Add an extra cup of flour and an 
extra half teaspoon salt to the above recipe. 
Beat one egg with a Dover egg beater; add to 
the above liquid, and mix and bake the same 
as for No. I. 
The Fireside Correspondence School an­
nounces the following new subjects: Applied 
Business English; Wisdom Biblical Literature 
—Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes; Practical 
Nursing (based on the new Gen. Conf. text­
books "Home Nursing," and "The Way to 
Health" ; Parliamentary Law. Those inter­
ested in these subjects should write at once for 
particulars to C. C. Lewis, Principal, Takoma 
Park, Washington, D. C. 
DISAPPOINTED? Because you cannot 
go to school? Cheer up! There is a way to 
study which is the next best thing to going to 
school. Write for our catalog, and let , 
us tell you all about it. C. C. Lewis, Principal 
Fireside Correspondence School, Takoma 
Park, Washington, D. C. 
HEALTH 
A. N. Donaldson, M. D. 
THE majority of suicides are not com­mitted suddenly," says Will Carlton, 
"but from day to day through a series 
of years." in other words, through ignorance 
or careless indifference injurious practices are 
allowed to settle into habits that stealthily 
undermine the health. What might have been 
a useful life is cut short by the victim's own 
acts. 
\\ e find that this type of suicide is steadily 
increasing. For fifteen years ending 1915, 
ueath from preventable causes—organic dis­
eases, exclusive of cancer,—increased forty-
five per cent over the previous period. Incident­
ally, during that same period, typhoid fever 
decreased seventy-five per cent and tuberculosis 
fifty per cent. 
Knowledge concerning these organic diseases 
has grown apace with our information on in­
fections diseases, but the one has increased 
while the other has decreased because one 
requires a revision of habits and appetites as a 
prophylactic measure, while the other depends 
upon re medies and the enforcement of sanitary 
laws. The one calls for a trimming of the 
natural affections in a man brim full of the joy 
of life, while the other is aimed at the restora­
tion of a d isease-racked body. The great major­
ity of mankind will choose to enjoy the pleas­
ures of appetite and fleshly lusts for a season, 
in the fa ce of the inevitable consequence, rather 
than to live for real contagious health; which 
of course m eans a curtailment of wanton activi­
ties, and even the shutting out of the little foxes 
that despoil the health. 
The world is going pleasure wild. "As it 
was in the days of Noah, so shall it be al so in 
the days of the Son of Man," eating and drink­
ing, and given to mad excesses. Thus we may 
expect these cases of slow suicide to increase 
year by year. Last year in the United States 
something like 200,000 people fell victims of 
degenerative diseases. This great number is 
yearly wiped out by diseases due to wrong hab­
its of l iving, and consequently preventable. 
We have chosen one of the most satisfying 
tasks o pen to men and women today, namely, 
to point the way to better health of body and 
soul. We must live and we must teach others 
to live for "plus" health as Emerson puts it. 
Fisher says, "Our health ideals must not stop 
at the avoidance of invalidism, but should aim 
at exuberant and exultant health." And we 
must teach others so. 
XiEALTH AND RELIGION 
In my opinion, it is impossible for a man to 
develop mental, moral and spiritual powers to 
the degree which Gou has intended unless he is 
physically fit. 
The matter of personal hygiene is vitally im­
portant from a spiritual point of view. The 
fight against sin is h arder, and more often does 
evil emerge victorious in the one who ignores 
principles of healthful living. As we draw 
closer to the end, the need of physical fitness 
will become more and more apparent, and the 
wisdom of our Creator in dictating to us just 
what, when, and how we should eat, drink, and 
sleep will be revealed. The mind cannot be 
separated from the body. There is a definite 
unity of the two. The thing that strengthens 
or weakens one accomplishes the same for the 
other. A character must be developed that will 
stand under the mightiest darts of the enemy. 
The mind must not be crippled by infirmities of 
the body, it must not be weakened by unwise 
physical indulgences or bad hygiene. 
Paul was thinking of the unity of mind and 
body, and its relation to the victorious life when 
he wrote to the Philippians, "Wherefore take 
unto you the whole armor of God. . . (that 
armor takes in God's physical laws as well as 
His moral laws) that ye may be able to with­
stand in the evil day, and having done all, to 
stand." Paul also recognized that in order to 
live the Christ life, appetites and passions must 
be put in abeyance, and that to "so run that ye 
may obtain," requires the "laying aside of ev ery 
weight," for he tells the Corinthians, "All 
things are lawful unto me, but all things are 
not expedient; all things are lawful for me, 
but I will not be brought under the power of 
any." 
It takes self control to stand by such princi­
ples. And self c ontrol, says one writer, "lies at 
the foundation of all intellectual attainment and 
of any possible character." The bodily condi­
tions of self control therefore holds consider­
able moral interest. 
From a psychological standpoint the power 
of self control means power of a ttention. There 
are two great centers in the brain, each strug­
gling for the ascendency—the emotional and 
the intellectual. The power of attention, if de­
veloped, enables the intellectual sides to sub­
merge the hot response of emotionalism, and to 
calmly deliberate as to the wisest course of 
action. It is the man who acts hotly, who flies 
off, that shows lack of self control—his emo­
tions bear sway in his life. We say that his 
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inhibitory powers need developing. 
One psychologist at note states, "the phenom­
ena of inhibition are the stronger the fuller the 
organism is of life.' To keep the organism in 
its full vigor, must therefore be our aim. For 
one thing this means attention to physical exer­
cise. A sluggish circulation means a poorly 
nourished brain. Neurologists tell us that 
many forms of insanity may be traced to a 
"functional change in the brain due to disor­
dered nutrition of circulation." 
Experimental evidence affirms the fact of 
definite functional impairment following an 
alteration in the circulation. It is not, then, 
exceeding the bounds of reason to believe that 
self control may be found lacking in the indi­
vidual who fails to supply his brain with good, 
nourishing, well oxygenated blood. This im­
plies proper attention to ventilation and exer­
cise. That feeling of drowsiness that we so 
frequently complain of is often the signal for 
more oxygen, rather than more sleep. 
FATIGUE 
Again, for the maintenance of full vigor we 
must harken to the demands of fatigue. Fatigue 
definitely weakens the power of attention and 
consequently affects the power of self control. 
The Creator has provided this feeling which 
we analyze as fatigue to warn us to cease our 
labors and rest. The historical appearance of 
a nerve cell that has undergone excitation, 
compared to a rested cell leaves no question as 
to the need of a resting period. Mental work 
depletes the cell. Interesting experimental 
data shows that the period of recovery of the 
nerve cell is not proportional to the time period 
of excitation. Five hours of continuous excita­
tion required twenty hours for restoration, but 
two and one half hours of continuous excita­
tion did not require any where near twelve 
hours of rest. This shows that it is at least 
economically wise to limit our periods of work 
and to alternate them with periods of rest. 
Furthermore, we must not overlook the fact 
that physical work also causes nerve cell deple­
tion. A man who has worked hard physically 
is mentally tired. So-called fatigue poisons 
have been produced in the course of the action 
of the muscles of the body, and, not being 
eliminated as rapidly as formed, have accumu­
lated in the blood that accumulates throughout 
the body. The nerve cells of the brain have 
thus been bathed in a blood containing products 
that effect the cell in precisely the same way as 
excitement does. It depletes the cell, and as a 
result the nerve system calls for rest. 
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Dr. Cowler tells us that the mental symp­
toms of normal fatigue are "loss of power of 
memory, sense of perception less acute, atten­
tion unstable and flickering." A sensible man 
will not ignore this sign. The doctor says that 
"when it is ignored and the process of restora­
tion is continuously incomplete, pathological 
fatigue or neurasthenia is the result." 
Moso tells us that work done by a fatigued 
muscle injures it for more than the same work 
under normal conditions. The longer the period 
of work the longer it will take for restoration 
and the greater the possibility of incomplete 
restoration. Not only does actual work bring 
fatigue, .but worry and anxiety over real and 
imaginary woes are equally destructive of 
nervous energy. 
Kellogg tells us that we are in the clutch of 
"Americanities." The fundamental facts thus 
point to Doctor Kings' definite conclusion that 
"fatigue is not merely physically uncomforta­
ble; it is intellectually and morally dangerous, 
and it makes temptations possible that have 
cost many a man his character." 
We should each one learn our limitations; 
determine our best periods for work and for 
rest, and establish a law for ourselves; and 
then, having established a program we should 
live up to it. 
A noted theologist says, "It takes far less 
will power to violate the conditions of health 
in the doing of worthy work than to fulfill 
them, as the number of manifestly fagged men 
in places of responsibility shows. Arid few 
things are a severer test or better training of 
will power of a man than fidelity to this trust 
of his body. To be truly temperate and fully 
meet the requirements of health of body gives 
an ample field for training—an ampler field, it 
is to be feared, than most of u s are cultivating." 
That is good doctrine for all of us. It is 
wrong for a man to allow himself to be loaded 
to the point that deprives him of the rest and 
relaxation demanded by nature. In spite of 
the shortage of workers and the pressing need, 
a man is justified from a moral and a physical 
standpoint to say "enough." The cause of God 
cannot be s trengthened by leading workers be­
yond their capacity. 
Before leaving the question of fatigue, let 
us speak of the relation of caffein beverage to 
it. Tea, coffee, and several soda fountain 
drinks, notably coco cola, are eagerly sought 
by the weary worker. He seeks it because it 
relieves the sense of fatigue and seems to usher 
in a quantity of new energy. Cushney tells us 
that caffein affects this transformation by 
blunting the sensitiveness of those nerves dele­
gated to carry this specific information. The 
alarm system provided by Nature is put out of 
commission. While thus stifling the cry of the 
cell, we whip it along to further activity by the 
same d rug. Thus we are very apt to induce, 
by degrees, a state of pathological fatigue, 
which means irrepairable damage to the cell. 
The nervous wrecks that follow in the wake of 
the caffein habit attest to fhe accuracy of this 
statement. It is wrong to smother the God-
given alarm, in order to keep going a' little 
longer. The physical self suffers, and the moral 
life is jeopardized. 
RECREATION 
Every worker, physical or mental, must find 
time for recreation. For the maintenance of a 
man's full powers he must partake of a type of 
recreation that will provide him with a portion, 
of keen d elight. The humdrum of a grind is 
wearing to soul and body. A man's profession 
or vacation should be such as to be distinctly 
pleasurable to him. Unless a man loves his 
work and would rather be at his calling than 
most anything else he can think of, he has 
missed the mark. But the thing that a man 
does for his bread and butter, be it ever so 
alluring, will not entirely suffice. He should 
recreate in some other field. Let it be made 
plain, recreation to be real recreation, must be 
such as can and does stimulate happy emotions. 
One writer has truly said. "A prolonged flow of 
happy feeling does more to brace up the system 
from work than any other influence operating 
for a similar length of time." 
A man can never gain all that is due him in 
his relaxation period if he is devoting his ener­
gies to a thing that he dislikes. "There is no 
work," says one, "whatever it may be, that is 
so exhausting as painful emotion." There is 
nothing so uplifting as joy, which sets into 
active exercise every constructive power of the 
body. 
A man should see joy in useful labor, and 
most men do see pleasure in the accomplish­
ment of a task that brings comfort or happi­
ness to others, or value to himself or his friends. 
It is to a large degree the attitude of mind. 
Those who have been trained to work, derive 
pleasure from work. 
Strained emotions or sham emotions, how­
ever, must be avoided. The world has gone 
pleasure mad. It is intoxicated with the wine 
of e nergy-sapping indulgences. The instability 
of human nature may be traced in large part to 
avid excitement craze. A noted authority on 
nervous diseases states, "One excitement merely 
leads to a craving for another. There is no 
such thing as satisfying the love of pleasure as 
it exists today, or the craving for stimulation 
and excitement." The close relation of the 
emotions to the glands of internal secretion 
which are largely responsible for the alteration 
of the physiological mechanism, explains the 
reason for the production of physical and 
nervous wrecks under such a regime. The in­
tellectual becomes subservient to the emotional 
and the victim is actually reduced to the state of 
a mental defectivity. 
We have been warned against these types of 
recreation. The theatre and the dance hall 
should have no part in the Christian's program. 
They provide recreation that stirs strained and 
sham emotions. We cannot afford to have our 
powers weakened. Stability, and self control 
are the incontrovertable requisites to the build­
ing of a character that will stand the test of 
the judgment. 
In conclusion let me urge that you make an 
effort to broaden your interest in the good 
things of life. "A man's life is measured by 
the interests to which he can respond. His 
growth depends on the enlarging of this circle 
of interests." And a man's influence depends 
upon his range of interest. "Attune your lives 
to the common, simple, large, deep, interests of 
the race." As educated men and women with 
a life work of soul-saving ahead of you, you 
cannot afford to narrow your vision to the one 
thing that brings you your bread and butter. 
In other words, do not allow yourselves to sim­
mer down to the level of a "scientific cronie." 
Some one has said, "the emancipation of man 
from the role of d rudge, no matter how interest­
ing the work, is the object of education. He 
must acquire a number of permanent and valu­
able interests. 
It is certainly true that the single interest 
individual is more prone to be led away by 
temptation than another of varied interests. 
Relax he must, and he is likely to relax in ques­
tionable lines. The better prepared individual 
seeks relaxation in another absorbing interest. 
We ought, all of us, to study the science of 
soul-saving, the most profitable of all interests. 
Many of you have music, others are interested 
in art, history and literature. Cultivate a sense 
of the beautiful; enjoy nature and learn to find 
pleasure in working with the soil. 
Continued on page 23 
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AN APPEAL TO THE FRIENDS OF THE 
EVANGELIST 
"The Medical Evangelist" is devoted to 
evangelism through the promulgation of the 
health principles which are the heritage of this 
people, and we appeal to every physician, 
nurse, evangelist and minister, and to every 
lover of these principles, to secure subscriptions 
for this journal as a labor of love and thus 
widen its influence and extend its benefit as a 
contributing factor to the success of the advent 
movement. —J. G. W. 
We call the attention of our readers to the 
well-known quotation on the display page, 
"Others May, You Cannot." As we read it, 
let us apply its principles to our own personal 
relation to the practice of the light we each as 
individuals have concerning healthful living, 
and see how sweetly it would line us up, each 
one independently of the others. 
—J. G. W. 
We wish all the readers of this magazine 
could have been present and heard a very in­
spiring talk given in the chapel Friday evening, 
Oct. 28, by Dr. Mary McReynolds to the med­
ical students and nurses. She built her theme 
and drew her conclusions from the fact that 
Jesus was a child of prophecy,—His name, 
His work, and His experience being all fore­
told. In a sense, all who come to Loma Linda 
for training are children of prophecy. Just as 
Jesus' life and work and death wue depicted 
in detail by the prophets, so was the location 
and work of Loma Linda specified by the 
prophet of the present day; and these specifi-
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cations include the name by which the 
Loma Linda school should be known, the sort 
of training which should be given, and what 
the students should be doing in the field while 
in the courses as well as what kind of work 
they are to do after graduation. She said it 
was not left to any who should accept the re­
sponsibility of taking a training here to choose 
for themselves their future course of action 
and the work which they should do. "A school 
is to be established here, (Loma Linda), for 
the training of gospel medical missionary 
evangelists." The doctor gave a ringing call 
to every worker and every student to find the 
place zuhere it is written of him in this divine 
program, and then to dedicate himself fully to 
the doing of what is written of him in God's 
plan for Loma Linda. She said that all who 
graduate from any of the various courses were 
to be evangelists. She read several plain state­
ments concerning this from the Spirit of 
Prophecy, one of which we quote as follows: 
"Thousands of workers are to be qualified 
with all the ability of physicians, to labor, not 
as physicians, but as medical missionary evan­
gelists." —J. G. W. 
"FOOT PRINTS OF FAITH" 
This little volume is a collection of the ex­
periences of Dr. David Paulson culled from 
his files and lecture notes. The publishers have 
selected their material wisely and one is led 
from one soul-stirring event to another chron­
ologically through the years of his active life. 
The preface tells us that it is a collection of 
footprints from Doctor Paulson's great life of 
faith, and that it is, indeed, footprints that 
will not be effaced by time, and that God can 
use to bring cheer to the soul in darkness and 
despair. The hope that the volume may lie 
of some use in leading men and women to 
Christ is not an idle one. We would recom­
mend it to our readers. Order from the Life 
Boat Publishing Company, Hinsdale, Illinois. 
_____ —A. N. D. 
Worry, anxiety, jealousy, malace, hatred, 
hot temper, selfishness, dishonesty, perver­
sion of moral integrity; in short, every dis­
cordant or abnormal thought, emotion, or 
expression, tends to destroy that perfect 
equilibrium of the faculties and functions 
which is called health. 
Physical health has a strong influence on 
character, and should be assiduously guarded 
in the home and in the school. 
— Henry Varnwm. 
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Drs. Ben Grant and Ernest Mulder, who graduated 
in the class of 1920, have connected with the White 
Memorial Hospital. 
Dr. Shaen Magan and Marie Clark were united in 
marriage at the home of Dr. Wellesley Magan, Covina, 
Calif., on October 23. Dr. and Mrs. Magan will reside 
in Covina, where Doctor Magan is in practice. 
During August and September the Dispensary aver­
aged 184 patient visits per day. 
Dr. George Thomason recently left for Philadelphia, 
where he went to attend the Clinical Congress of 
Surgeons. 
A letter has recently been received from Dr. H. 
Bonde and wife in which they state that they have 
both been successful in passing the State Board of 
Hawaii. As this is a most difficult board to pass we 
feel very thankful for this. 
Word has just recently been received from Dr. Earl 
Gardner in London, England, where he has been 
studying for a number of months, that he has just 
completed successfully the last of the required exam­
inations and that he now has his British qualifications. 
Doctor Gardner will no doubt be ready at once to 
enter foreign mission work in some needy field. 
The faculty and students in the College of Medical 
Evangelists are gratified with the arrangement which 
makes it possible for Elder J. E. Fulton to become a 
member of the school family for the present year. 
Elder Fulton has spent nearly thirty years of his 
life in active foreign mission work in the islands of 
the Pacific and in the great Asiatic Mission Field. It 
has been arranged by the General Conference for him 
to spend his time during the present year working in 
connection with the school for the benefit of the 
students and teachers and particularly for the purpose 
of helping to instill in the minds of the students and 
teachers a sense of the importance and the opportunity 
of foreign medical missionary work. His talks, which 
have already been given, have been of the greatest 
interest to all and are serving to produce enthusiasm 
in the minds of all in the foreign work. 
It has been felt very strongly for a number of years 
by the members of the faculty that just this kind of 
work would be most useful and that it should be 
arranged so that our returned foreign missionaries 
could come in contact for long periods with the 
medical students. 
Dr. Fred E. Herzer, who has been a teacher in the 
College of Medical Evangelists for many years, and 
who had during the past few months been engaged 
in laboratory work with tbe United 'States Public 
Health Service has been assigned recently to duty in 
the Philippine Islands. Doctor Herzer's purpose in 
securing an extended experience in this line of work 
in the foreign field is to prepare himself to do more 
valuable teaching in his line in the medical school. 
Very interesting letters have been received from 
him written during his voyage across the Pacific. 
The new year of the medical school has opened in 
a very encouraging manner. The freshmen medical 
class has seventy-four members, the largest in the 
history of the school. This class is taking hold of its 
work in a most energetic and enthusiastic way. The 
second year class has returned in almost full force. 
The class numbered last year seventy members. 
Practically all of them have returned, the present 
enrollment being sixty-four. 
The following graduates of the medical college have 
recently joined the teaching force of the school: Dr. 
Fred B. Moor is associated with Doctor Donaldson in 
the Department of Physiology and Therapeutics; Dr. 
Floyd Gardner is working with Doctor Risley in the 
Chemistry Department; Dr. Ernest Mulder and Dr. 
B. E. Grant have joined the White Memorial Hospital 
as residents assisting in the clinical teaching of the 
medical students in the junior and senior years. 
The new woman's dormitory in connection with the 
White Memorial Hospital in Los Angeles is nearing 
completion. It contains rooms for about 80 students. 
It also provides for a large dining room for the 
students and helpers at the White Memorial Hospital 
and contains commodious parlors and class rooms. 
The two new hospital units at the White Memorial 
Hospital are practically completed and are now being 
occupied by nurses. These will be vacated as soon as 
the new dormitory is ready and will then be available 
for hospital purposes. A third unit is also contemplated 
and it is expected that the work of construction will 
be started soon. 
HEALTH 
Continued from page 21 
These few thoughts in the realm of physi-
olog'cal psychology has been presented in an 
effort to arouse interest in the necessity of 
greater attention to the matter of personal 
hygiene. If we could but realize that the proper 
development of character depends in a large 
measure upon the keeping of the whole law,— 
physical and moral, the attitude of many of us 
toward the health message would be changed. 
EDUCATION OR INDULGENCE 
Continued from page 16 
000,000; luxurious service, $3,000,000,000; 
joy rides, pleasure resorts and races, $3,-
000,000,000; chewing gum, $50,000,000, and 
ice cream, $250,000,000. 
"We think we believe in education," con­
cludes the statement. "No doubt we do 
believe in education in a way, but we have 
not paid and we do not pay much for it."—• 
Los Angeles Times. 
A CARD OF THANKS 
Mrs. Frederick Bulpitt, Miss Harriett B. 
Bulpitt, Mr. Fred H. Bulpitt and Dr. J. MUn- -
cey Bulpitt desire to express their appreciation 
and gratitude to all those who have given so 
unselfishly of their time and strength in the 
recent, prolonged and fatal illness of Dr. Fred­
erick Bulpitt. Particular mention is made of 
Doctors Comstock, Thomason, Nelson, Coyne, 
H. Butka, Zeiler, Brem, Hammack, Lacy, 
Frick, Rand, Edwards and Mann. Of Nurses 
Burney, Sturges, Smart, Hughes, Lovell, 
Brown and Borg. To the many others, who 
have shown a thoughtful and never-failing in­
terest in his welfare, gratitude is sincerelv ex­
pressed. Signed. T. Muncey Bulpitt, M. D. 
Modesto, Calif., Aug. 22, 1921. 
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Harrower's Monographs 
—on— 
The Internal Secretions 
As a result of his efforts aimed at "the development of infor­
mation pertaining to the internal secretions in general practice", 
Dr. Harrower has for some months been publishing a quarterly 
journal with the above title. The first two issues are ready, 
the third is in press, and the fourth is ready for press and con­
siderable work is alreadyun hand upon the issues planned for 
next year. 
HARROWER'S MONOGRAPHS aims to facilitate the rapid 
and easy study of a given endocrine subject, and each issue is 
devoted solely to the gathering together and arraying in an 
easily read consecutive manner the essential information on 
this particular subject. The arrangement is very convenient 
and each issue is thoroughly bibliographed. 
The following issues will be shortly available: 
1. Hyperthyroidism: Medical Aspects—23 chapters, 
120 pp. Price $1.50 
2. Neurasthenia: An Endocrine Syndrome—18 chap­
ters, 92 pp. Price $1.25 
3. Epilepsy As An Endocrine Disorder: 21 chapters, 
approx. 96 pp. Price $1.25 
4. Endocrinology in Pediatrics—about 20 chapters, 
approx. 80 pp. Price $1.00 
These MONOGRAPHS are printed on first-class paper and 
sewed not stitched. They may be had singly at the above 
individual prices or by annual subscription at $3.00. 
Address: 
The Library Department, 
The HARROWER LABORATORY 
Box 68, Glendale, California 
Whether You are a Resident of Loma Linda or a Guest at the Sanitarium 
We invite you to make use of this safe, strong, conservative bank, big enough to 
help you, friendly enough to know you and make you feel at home. 
4% on Savings 
Safe Deposit Boxes 
Mortgage Loans 
Escrows 
Exchange 
Checking Accounts 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF REDLANDS 
SAVINGS BANK OF REDLANDS 
STUDY AT HOME 
During School Time: If you can not attend school this year, you need not despair. 
You can make as good and as much improvement at home as you could in 
school, in proportion to the time you spend in study. 
Credits Recognized Everywhere: The credits of the Fireside Correspondence School 
are recognized by all Seventh-day Adventist Schools, and probably by all schools. 
The Home Study Habit: Form it early. Practice it persistently. It is as import­
ant as school study, for it is independent and continuous. Your props are taken 
away and you learn to stand alone. 
THE FIRESIDE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Takoma Park, D. C. 
Sanitarium missionary bands and medical workers find the SIGNS OF 
THE TIMES wonderfully helpful in their work. It is always attract­
ive and carries a positive soul-touching message that gives hope and confi­
dence. Its writers, in their reports of w orld activities, represent every section 
of the globe. Every phase of Bible study is covered in the same way. Con­
ference officials, evangelists, foreign missionaries, and personal workers,— 
men and women absorbed in gospel work and giving their all for the salvation 
of souls,—are making the SIGNS the strong paper it is. Everywhere it is 
gripping people's interests, impressing them with their need of spiritual help, 
and furnishing that help. The whole world situation calls for its message. 
This is the time to use it as never before. Comes weekly, one year, $1.50; five 
or more to single names, each, $1.25. Address your Tract Society, or 
Signs of tHe Times, Mountain View, California 
The 
Loma Linda Sanitarium 
system of treatments excludes 
medical and dietetics. The 
keynote is simplicity in habits 
—a return to Nature in prin­
ciple—the utilization of those 
great powers which create and 
maintain all living things and 
which alone are able to cure. 
For particulars write to 
SANITARIUM MANAGER 
Loma Linda, California 
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